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Abstract. High resolution X-ray images of three early

type galaxies observed with the ROSAT HRI are pre-
sented. Data for NGC 1553 and NGC 5846 indicate that

the emission is highly irregular, with interesting features
on scales from a few arcsec to a few arcmin. The gas tem-

peratures also vary both with the galactocentric radius

and in correspondence to regions of higher emission and
denser material.

Strikingly similar features are observed in the X-ray

and Ha morphologies of NGC 1553 and NGC 5846, while

smoother, more regular isophotes are observed in NGC

4649 at both wavelengths. A connection between these
two kinds of emission therefore seems likely. In the light

of our observations we discuss possible scenarios that can

account for the connection between X-ray and Ha emis-
sions.

Key words: - X-rays: galaxies - Galaxies: elliptical and
lenticular - Galaxies: ISM - Galaxies: individual: NGC

1553; NGC 4649; NGC 5846

I. Introduction

The existence of a hot interstellar medium in bright early-

type galaxies and some of its properties have been estab-

lished in the past _ 15 years with data first from Einstein
and more recently from ROSAT and ASCA. X-ray im-

ages have shown the presence of diffuse emission at least

coextensive with the the stellar component in the X-ray

bright early type galaxies. Average temperatures and ra-

dial temperature gradients have been measured. In gen-
eral, gas temperatures of 0.5-1.5 keV are common, and

Send offprint requests to: G. T_nehieri

cooling times are typically much shorter than a Hubble
time.

Coexistingwith the hot interstellarmedium (ISM), a

cooler("warm") component has been mapped in Ha in

severalX-ray bright objects(Kim 1989; Trinchieri&di

Serego 1991; Shields1991; Goudfrooij et al.1994; Buson

et al. 1994; Singh et al. 1995; di Serego et al in prepa-

ration).The morphology of this emission can eitherbe

relativelysmooth and azimuthally symmetric or exhibit

filamentarystructures,arcsand/or rings.Although clearly

extended, itisgenerallyconfinedto the innermost regions

ofthe galaxies,and itisrelativelyfaintand hard to detect

properly.To date,the study ofthe relationbetween hotter

and coolergas has been restrictedto a handfulofgalaxies,

and mostly to the statisticalcomparison ofthe totalX-ray

and Ha luminosities.Detailed studiesof the morphology

of the gas requirehigh-resolutionX-ray data which are

only now becoming availablewith the ROSAT HRI ob-

servations.The comparison of the luminositiesin optical

emission linesand in X-rays suggests that while galax-

ies with a largerX-ray emittinggas component alsoshow

more powerful lineemission than objectswith a poorer

hot ISM, the scatterinthe relationissignificant,imply-

ing that otherparameters play a roleinthe production of

optical lines (see e.g., Trinchieri & di Serego 1991).

There are however new high resolutiondata at both

X-ray and opticalwavelengths that suggesta very close

connectionbetween thesetwo gas phases.As shown by the

pr"eltminary data presented by Trinchieri & Noris (1995),

both gross and finer morphological similarities are found
in the X-ray and Ha maps of NGC 1553 and NGC 5846.

We present here a more comprehensive investigation of

these similarities. Section 2 and 3 present the X-ray data
analysis of NGC 1553, NGC 4649 and NGC 5846. The Ha

data obtained from the literature(Trinchieri& di Serego

1991, diSerego etal.inpreparation)are compared to the
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Fig. 1. PHA distribution of the photons in the "sm,n'ce" and in the "background" regions. The "source = region (crosses with

errorbsr) is a circle of radius r=5', 5', and 7' for NGC 1553, NGC 4649 and NGC 5846 respectively. The "background _ (solid

line) is extracted from an annulus at 8' - 10'.
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Fig. 2. PHA distribution of the net count rate extracted from a circle of 5' radius in the February (left) and August (right)

observations of NGC 5846
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Fig. 3. X-ray isointensity contours superposed onto the optical images f_om the Digitized Sky Survey. Note that the scale is
different in the three figures and rejects the X-ray data shown in Figures 4_ 5 and 6 respectively.

X-ray maps in Section4,and a discussionofthe resultsis

presentedin Section 5.

2. Data Analysis: HRI observations

ROSAT HRI data of the sample galaxieshave been ob-

tained in severalobserving runs, as detailedin Table I.

Standard analysis procedures have been applied to the

data, as brieflysummarized below. To analyzethe X-ray

data we have used mainly the PROS software(Worrallet

al.1992) developed under the IRAF (Tody 1986) environ-

ment. For each field,a radialdistributionofthe detected

emission isproduced in concentricannulicenteredat the

X-ray peak and extending out to the edges of the field.

The radialprofilesindicatethat outsideof r=5 _,5'and

7'for NGC 1553, NGC 4649 and NGC 5846 respectively,

the emissionisrelativelyconstant with radius,as expected

from an uniform illumination(suchas due toisotropicsky

emission and particlecontamination) of the instrument

fieldofview (ROSAT HRI CalibrationReport).We have

thereforeused the regionoutsideoftheseradiitoestimate

the background. Even though a small vignettingeffectis

evidentin the form of a radialgradient inthe data, the

correctionissmall,and a localestimateallowsus to bet-

ter take into account the statisticaluncertaintiesin the

subtractionof the background (however, thisisrelevant

only at the outskirtsof the emission).To minimize the

vignettingeffectwe have selectedthe annulus at 8_- lff

radialdistancesforallobjects,that should avoidemission

from the source,while being relativelynear the field'scen-

ter.

Table 1. Log of the HRI and PSPC observations of the galaxies
discussed

Name R.A. begin/end Obs. H/P
Dec. Time

(J2000) (sec)

NGC1553 041610.4 14/06194-26/08194 46149 H
-55 46 51 19/08/93-24/09/93 15320 P

NGC4649 12 43 40.3 11/07/94-11/07/94 2196 H
+11 32 58 17/06/95-18/06/95 11827 H

21/12/91-27/12/91 14301 P
NGC5846 15 06 29.4 02/02/94-05/02/94 22581 H

+01 36 25 05/08/94-11/08/94 16763 H
25/07/92-05/08/93 8808 P
18/01/93-18/01/93 5947 P

NOTE: H/P indicateswhich ROSAT instrument (HRI or
PSPC) was used

The HRI has not been calibrated in energy, however

the data retain the information about the Pulse Height
Amplitude Channel (PHA, in the range 1 to 15, see The

ROSAT Users' Handbook) in which each incoming photon

was detected. Therefore, although we cannot retrieve the
energy distribution of the photons, we can examine the

PHA of the photons extracted from different regions to

look for differences. On the other hand, the distribution

in PHA channels is strongly dependent on the gain of the

detector (i.e. the position of the peak of the PHA distribu-

tion obtained from the observation of the lines [C, Cu, and
AI] used for calibrationpurposes),which isnot constant

over the detectorand itisnot constant intime (seeThe
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Fig. 4. Iso-intensity contour maps of NGC 1553. Images of different pixel size have been smoothed with Gauesian smoothings

of di_ere_t o as indicated Later. A locally determined background is subtracted (see text). The dashed contour indicates 0

counts/pLxel. _" cr --- 4", from an image with a pixel size of 2t'. Contour levels are 0.45, 0.63, 0.9, 1.5, 2.8 counts/pixel; b: o = 6",

from an image with a pixel size of 3". Contour levels are 0_9 0.5 0.63 0.86 1.05 1.25 1.8 2.5 4 coun_s/pixel; c and d: _ -- 16"

and cr -_ 40" respectively, from an image with a pixel size of 4". Contours at 0.33 0.41 0.50 0.6 0.75 0.9 1.3 2 2.8 counts/pixel

and 0.13 0.18 0.24 0.32 0.45 0.65 0.85 counts/pixel respectively.

ROSAT Users' Handbook). Therefore a detailed compar-

ison between different PHA distributions must take into

account both spatial and temporal variations of the gain,

which can mimic significant differences that are not real.

However, when large areas and a large enough PHA range

are considered, these variations tend to average out, and

therefore a selection in PHA channels could stin be useful

for example to enhance the significance of the detection.

In fact the spectral distribution of the "source" and of

the background are different, as shown in Fig 1. We have

therefore used only those PHA channels in which the sig-

nal is significantly higher than the background, namely

PHA 1 to 7 for NGC 1553, PHA 1 to 10 for NGC 4649,

and PHA 1 to 9 for NGC 5846.
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Both NGC 4649 and NGC 5846 were observed on two

occasions by the ROSAT HRI, as reported in Tab. 1. In

both cases we have merged the data and used the result

for our analysis, after checking the single observations for

consistency. The first observation of NGC 4649 is of only -_

2000 sec., while the second observation is much longer (-_

12000 sec.), and will therefore dominate in the subsequent
analysis. The two observations of NGC 5846 are of similar

length, and therefore each will have approximately equal

weight in the final merged image. We have therefore first

analyzed each of the two images separately, to check for

possible differences. With the exception of the distribution

of the emission in PHA channels (cf. Fig. 2), we have found

that the two sets of observations are consistent. A gain

variation with time is expected to be responsible for the
difference in the PHA distribution, as reported in the HRI

calibration report (The ROSAT Users' Handbook) and
therefore should not be indicative of an intrinsic change
of the source characteristics. Since the details of the PHA

distribution have not been exploited (also in consideration

of the gain variations, as briefly discussed above), rather

the integrated PHA range has been considered, we have
disregarded this difference and used the merged image for

the analysis.

_.1. X-ray maps

Background subtracted X-ray images were then calculated
for all galaxies. To enhance different details, the raw data
have been binned and smoothed with Ganssian functions

of increasing a's. Fig 3 shows the lowest spatial resolution

x-ray contours superposed onto the optical images from
the "Digitized Sky Survey "1. The results are described

briefly below for each galaxy.

NGC 1553 The iso-intensity contour maps of Fig. 4 show

that the emission from NGC 1553 is complex and clearly

deviates from azimuthal symmetry. The low resolution

map is elongated similarly to the optical light (optical

PA=146 ° Kormendy 1984; see Fig. 4d). At higher resolu-

tion, several features can be dearly identified: an extension

towards the SE (almost like a "tail") is visible towards the

SE (c); the central region appears elongated along the -_
E-W direction, roughly perpendicular to the outer elon-

gation and the optical PA (b,c). This is however further
resolved in a possible spiral-like structure (b) around the

central peak (a), pins a more isolated source to the W
(given the limited statistics the source could be consistent

with a point-source). Two additional features can also be
seen to the NW, at a distance of > 1.'5 from the center

(b,c).

z Based on photographic data of the National Geographic
Society - Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (NGS-POSS) ob-
tained using the Oschin Telescope on the Palomar Mountain.
The NGS-POSS was funded by a grant from the National Ge-
ographic Society to the California Institute of Technology. The
plates were processed into the present compressed digital form
with their permission. The Digitized Sky Survey was produced
at the Space Telescope Science Institute under US Government
grant NAG W-2166.
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Fig. 6. As in Fig. 4 for NGC 5846. The scale in a,b is _ 1/2 that in c,d. a_ _ = _'5, from an image with a pixel size of
2". Contours at 0.2, 0.34, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.35, 1.55 counts/pixel; b: ¢_ -- 4", from an image with s pixel size of 2". Contours at
0.65, 0.85, 1.04, 1.5, 2.1, 3.3, 5; c: _ -- 6", from an image with a pixel size of 3". Contours at 0.6, 0.85, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.8, 3, 5, 8
counts/pixel; d: _ = 9", from an image with s pixel size of 3". Contours at 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.7, 3 5 ¢ounts/pixel.

NGC ._6_9 As evident from the maps in Fig. 5, the X-

ray emission from NGC 4649 is regular and roughly az-

imuthally symmetric, as already shown by the PSPC data

(Trinchieri et al 1997). In the innermost regions the X-ray

isophotes appear somewhat compressed in the SW quad-
rant but the emission is smooth and no small scale features

appear at higher resolution.

NGC 58_6 The maps at different resolutions (Fig. 6) all

indicate that the emission from this galaxy is highly asym-

metric and dumpy. The elongation in the NF__SW direc-

tion that is visible in the low resolution image (Fig. 6d)

is clearly resolved in a feature extending in the NE quad-
rant, and most prominent at 1' - 2' radial distance from

the peak (seeSection2.2laterand Fig.7).At smallerradii

the emissionisalsoskewed, with a steepergradienton the

Western side (seeSection2.3) and an elongationto the

South. Severalfeaturesthat can be describedas clumps,

holesand filaments(Fig.6a) can alsobe observed at radii

smallerthan _ 0!5 - I'.
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2.2. Az/mutha/profiles

The qualitativestatements that the emission from NGC

1553 and NGC 5846 isnot azimuthally symmetric have

been checked more quantitativelyby analyzing the az-

imuthal distributionof the emission.For allgalaxies,we

have dividedthe emission from the galaxy,namely a circle

ofradius5'for NGC 1553 and NGC 4649, and 7'forNGC

5846, in 8-10 azimuthal sectors.The resultsare plotted

inFig.7.The azimuthal dependence ofthe emission isal-

most nonexistent for NGC 4649, while strong deviations

from a constant are observed for the other two objects.

We have further analyzed the azimuthal distribution

of the emission of each object in separate concentric an-

null,as described below for each of them. All angles are
measured counterclockwisefrom North.

NGC 1558 The 5' region of the emission has been divided

into 3 an_uli of 0' - 1'; 1' - 3'; 3' - 5' inner and outer
radiirespectively,and 6 to8 azimuthal sectors.Deviations
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from azimuthal symmetry are present in all three annuli,

although more evident in the 1' - 3' region. The "point

source" to the W of the central region is visible in the 0'-1'

annulus at an angle of _, 250 °, while the _ N-S elongation

is visible in the 1'-3' region (see Fig. 4). A peak at _ 210 °
visible in the 3' - 5' annulus corresponds to the probably

unrelated source visible in the SW quadrant. The "dip"

at angles ~ 0 ° - 45 ° in the innermost region corresponds
to the hole in the emission between the central source and

the "spiral-type" structure visible in the X-ray contours

of Fig. 4c.

NGC ,_649 As shown by Fig.7,no significantdeviations

from azimuthal symmetry are observed in thisgalaxy on

all scales. Marginal differences are evident if the _ 00-45 °

azimuthal region is compared to the -_ 270 ° - 300 ° region,

in the 0' - 5' annulus, which is probably due to the regions

outside the central 1' (Fig. 7, bottom).

NGC 58_6 The azimuthal distribution is divided in three

annuli (0' - 1', 1' - 2.'5, and 2.'5 - 5') and in 10 azimuthal

sectors. While the innermost _ 1' circle is relatively Rat,

and shows only the skewness of the emission to the W, the

feature to the N is prominent in the ,_ 1' - 2.'5 annulus

(from _ 340 ° to ,-, 90°). The _- eUipsoidal shape of the
emission at larger radii is visible in the outermost annulus.

2.3. Radial profiles

The surface brightness distribution of the emission from

each galaxy, obtained in concentricannuli, is shown in

Fig.8. As expected from the morphology of the emission

discussedabove,the radialprofilesofallbut NGC 4649 are

not smooth functionsofradius.We have attempted to pa-

rameterizethe radialprofileswith a two parameter model

("King-type" model of the form Z= o( (1+ (_r=)2)(-3B+0.s)
with rffi as the core radius and B that indicates the radial

dependence). To take into account the Point Spread Func-

tion (PSF) of the HRI, we have convolved the "King-type"
model with the HRI PSF, as given in the _ROSAT HRI

Calibration Report". However, we have obtained a rea-

sonable fit only for NGC 4649, for which r= _ 4" and
/_ ,_0.47.

For NGC 1553, a fit can be found outside 10", for a rz

25" and _ ,_ 0.41. Inside a radius of r=10", there is a
clear excess, consistent with the presence of an unresolved

$ource.

For NGC 5846 a possible fit with rz _ 15" and _ _ 0.5

shows a clear excess in the 0!7 - 2:5 region. To take into
account the azimuthal asymmetry of the emission of NGC
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5846, radial profiles in different azimuthal intervals and

along different directions have also been obtained. Fig. 9
shows the comparison between the profiles obtained in the

azimuthal limits from 85 ° to 340 ° and from 340 ° and 85 °,

where the feature is visible. A significant excess in the

I' - 2.5' region is clearly seen. In fact, the model with

r= = 15" and _ = 0.5 reported on the data shows good
agreement with the profile in the 85 ° to 340 ° region while

making the excess in the NE quadrant prominent.

3. Spectral data from PSPC observations

All three galaxies have also been observed with the

ROSAT PSPC, as indicated in Tab. 1. A detailed analysis

of the PSPC data of these objects is beyond the scope of

this work. However, the spectral information that is con-
tained in the PSPC data is useful to derive fluxes and lu-

minosities and to better study the characteristics of the

ISM in these galaxies. We have therefore analyzed the
PSPC data of NGC 1553 and NGC 5846 in the ROSAT

archive. NGC 4649 results have been taken from Trinchieri

et al (1997).The analysisisdone using the IRAF-PROS

software,to be consistentwith the resultson NGC 4649

and with similarwork on the spectralpropertiesofearly

type galaxies (Trinchieri et al 1994; 1997).

In order to estimate the totalextent of the emission

in the PSPC we have produced a radialdistributionof

the 0.2-2keV photons binned in concentricannuli about

the peak of the X-ray source,and compared itwith the

radialdistributionofthe data contained in the exposure

map, that simulates the spatial response of the instrument
to a constant incident source with a characteristics tem-

perature of _1 keV. The unrelated sources that are also

detected in the fields have been masked out in this compar-

ison. Since the two radial distributions appear very similar
at radii of 7' and > 12' for NGC 1553 and NGC 5846 re-

spectively, the region of the field outside these radii can

be used to estimate the background (see also Trinchieri et

al. 1994, 1997). To minimize the effect of vignetting, an

annulus as close as possible to the source is used to esti-

mate the background. For NGC 1553 the 7' - 10 _ annulus

appears free of sources and can be used for this purpose.

For NGC 5846 however, in order to avoid the circular sup-
port structure of the PSPC, the annulus at 25' - 27' has
been used.

To estimate the gas temperature, we have assumed a

thermal plasma model (Raymond-Smith code) with cx)s-

mic abundances and low energy absorption.



Region net counts N_ kT: 90% conf. kT2
and error loglo (keY) limits (keY)

90% conf. Normal. X,,,_,,_ DOF Notes
limits ratios _

O' - 2' 980±38.6

O' - 7' 1587.6i 76.9

18.00 3 > 2 47.5 22 A,B,C

20.38 3 182.3 23 C,D
20.38 0.133 0.115-0.155 1.057 0.90-1.45 -0.044 34.8 20 D

18.00 0.308 3.0 0.732 13.9 20 A,B

18.00 3 > 2 61.2 22 A,B,C

20.38 3 149 23 C,D
20.38 0.139 0.11-0.16 1.008 0.70-1.20 -0.195 31.2 21 D

18.00 0.276 2.48 0.505 15.4 20 A

Notes:

1 Ratio between the normalization pazameter of the second component relative to the first (log (norm_/norml)).

A The program finds the lowest value in the allowed range of Nx values.

B The 90% upper limit to the galactic absorption, for 2 interesting parameters, is ,_ 19.5

C The program finds the uppermost value in the aJlc_ed kT range.
D The NH parameter has been fixed at the galactic value

_ble 3. Spectral characteristics of emission in NGC 5846

Region net counts N_ 90% confidence kT 90% confidence X_,_ DOF Notes

and error limits limits

0' - 1' 2604.1:1:56 20.40 20.25-20.55 0.604 0.54-0.65 30.9 20 A

2110.3+57 20.45 20.30-20.60 0.561 0.50-0.62 22.8 20 B

1' - 2/5 2611.9+58.4 20.37 20.25-20.50 0.810 0.77-0_4 30.0 21 C

2158.9_62.4 20.35 20.20-20.50 0.780 0.72-0.83 25.0 21 B

2/5 - 5' 1161.6+53 20.52 20.20-21.00 0.959 0.90-1.06 26.2 21

848.6:1:55.0 20.50 20.10-21.5 0.996 0.86-1.12 19.1 21 B

5' - 12' 1857.0+132.3 20.01 - 0.803 0.60-0.96 46.15 21 D

0' - 5' 6396.62-1-94.3 20.36 20.25-20.50 0.752 0.73-0.79 78.2 22 E

5982.7+96.6 20.34 20.25-20.45 0.747 0.72-0.78 61.7 22 B,F

1' - 2.'5

85 ° -- 340 ° :1: 20.34 20.10-20.08 0.818 0.76-0.88 8.7

340 ° -- 85 ° -I- 20.105 <20.40 0.710 0.62-0.78 17.7
340 ° -- 85 ° =1: 20.13 < 21 0.577 0.36-0.76 10.5

G

H

NOTES: The background isobtained from the 25' - 27' annulus, unless otherwise noticed.

A The X_in is reduced to 16.8 if a two temperature model is adopted. The best fit pm'ameters _re: Nlz=20.51; kT1----0.554;

kT2=3 (Upper limit of the allowed range)

B The background is obtained from tim adjacent annulus (of 1' - 2'; 2.'5 -4'; and 5' -9' inner and outer radii).
C The X,_i_ is reduced to 18.9 if a two temperature model is adopted. The best fit parameters are: Na=20.45; kTt=0.745;

kT2=3 (Upper limit of the allowed range)
D The X,_i_ is reduced to 25.5 if a two temperature model is adopted. The best fit par_aeters axe: N8---20.48; kT1=0.674;

kT2=3 (Upper limit of the allowed range)
E The 2Xm_n is reduced to 25.4 if a two temperature model is adopted. The best fit Imrmneters are: Ne=20.46; kT1----0.675;

kT2=2.9
F The X_ is reduced to 24.7 if a two temperature model is adopted. The best fit parameters are: Na=20.49; kT_----0.365;

kT_=l.7

G The 1' - 2.'5 annulus is divided into the two angular regions. The background is obtained from the 2.'5 - 4 _ annulus.

H The background is obtained in the 1' - 2.'5 region, with the exclusion of the 340 _ - 85 _ sector.



Galaxy HA Dec Radius net counts _ flux (×10 '_) Luminosity Notes
J2000 " erg cm -2 s -1 erg s-1

NGC 1553 4 16 10.3 -55 46 48 300 2132.4 137.4 26.0 1.44x104' HRI; A
420 1587.6 76.9 19.6 1.08 x 1041 PSPC

central source 4 16 10.3 -55 46 48 15 203.4 17.0 2.48 1.37x104° B
N. feature 1 4 16 06.5 -55 45 24 20 38.0 11.0 0.46 0.26x104° C
N. feature 2 4 16 01.5 -55 45 54 20 36.6 11.0 0.45 0.25x104° C
West. P.S. 4 16 03 -55 46 54 15 29.6 9.6 0.36 0.20x104° D

central diffuse 4 16 11.5 -55 46 52 80×120 332.4 26.4 4.05 2.24×104° E
tail feature 4 16 17.5 -55 47 50 50x65 50.9 17.7 0.62 0.34×104° F

NGC 4649 12 43 40 11 33 10 420 2346.4 132.8 43.7 1.52x1041 HRI

420 5890 103 46.2 1.61x 1041 PSPC; G

NGC 5846 15 06 29.2 1 36 24 420 8508.9 250.6 69.2 1.74×1042 HRI
300 5982.7 96.6 50.6 1.27x 1042 PSPC

NNE feature (60-150) 688 53 5.19 1.31 x 1041 H

NOTES: No correction is applied to the flux estimate to account for photons scattered outside the source region. Fluxes are
estimated using the best fit parameters obtained in section 3 (see _b. 2 and 3). HRI/PSPC indicate the instrument used to
derive the total flux. All other values are from the HRI data. Total fluxes are estimated within a radius of _ 30 (45), 35, and
90 (65) kpc for NGC 1553, NGC 4649 and NGC 5846 respectively.

A The source at 4:16:51 -55:49 has been masked out

B The background is taken in the adjacent annulus with 60" outer radius.
C The background is obtained in the annulus at the same radial distance from the peak (excluding the regions occupied by the

two sources).

D The background is obtained from the Eastern half of the adjacent 20" - 100" annulus
E The counts are obtained in a 80" × 120" box. The background is obtained in the adjacent rectangular annulus with outer

dimensions of 160" and 240".
F The counts are obtained in a 50" x 65" box. The background is obtained in the Southern half of the annulus concentric to

the box, and with 45" - 80" inner and outer radii respectively, to avoid the central emission from the galaxy.

G From Trinchieri et al. (1997)
H Excess counts in the 340 ° - 85 ° sector of the 1' - 2/5 annulus, above the average emission in the 85° - 340 ° at the same

angular distance.

NGC 1553 We have obtained the spectral distribution of

the counts in the whole 7'circle and in the inner 2' region.

To these, a properly rescaled and vignetting-corrected

background has been subtracted (see PROS documenta-
tion). A one temperature spectral fit to both regions does

not give a satisfactory result: the best fit X 2 value is high

and the best fit low energy absorption would imply a col-

umn density much lower than the line-of-sight value of

2.4x102° cm -2. Fixing the low energy absorption at the

line-of-sight NH column results in even poorer fits. The
spectrum also seems much harder than usually found in

bright early type galaxies (see Tab. 2).

We have therefore tried a two component fit, using
two Raymond-Smith models with cosmic abundances. As

shown by Tab. 2, this reduces significantly the best fit X2

value, and suggests that a very soft _ 0.1 keV and a harder

1 keV plasma could describe the data, if the absorbing

column is fixed at the galactic value. The two components
appear to contribute similar amounts in the inner 0 t - 2 t

circle, while the _ 1 keV component contributes _ 60%
of the total extended emission.

NGC 58._6 The source region of NGC 5846 has been di-
vided into 4 concentric annuli, and a spectral fit has been

done on each. We have used two separate background es-
timates. For each annulus, we have used the 25' - 27' re-

gion that should provide the shape and level of the back-

ground external to the galaxy; and we have used the ad-

jacent outer annulus to each annulus analyzed (with the
exception of the outermost one, as detailed in the notes of

Tab. 3), in an attempt to subtract in part the contribution

from the outer regions that are projected onto the inner-

most part (note that a proper procedure to disentangle
the two contributions would require a more sophisticated

spatial/spectral deconvolution of the data). The results
are summarized in Tab. 3.

It is evident that the gas is cooler in the inner regions,

as found in other early type galaxies (cf. Trinchieri et al.

1997), and that the temperature is an increasing func-

tion of radius. This evidence is stronger when the "local"

background is subtracted from the data, even though the
statistics are poorer.
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Fig. 10. Density profiles derived from the average surface brightness deprojected under the assumption of spherical symmetry.
Central densities have been derived without taking into account the effects of the PSF.

However, while the average temperature in the annulus

might be an increasing function of radius, the presence of
substructure suggests that the average value might not ap-

ply everywhere in the annulus. For example, a significant
feature is present in the 1' - 2.'5 annulus, where enhanced

emission is clearly observed in the HRI data to the NNE

(Fig. 6). We have therefore checked whether the observed
enhancement corresponds to differentspectral character-

istics ofthe emission.

We have dividedthe 1'- 2.'5annulus intwo separate

regions,one between the angular limits85° - 340 ° and

the other inthe complementary region,and measured the

spectralcharacteristics of the two regionsseparately.The

background isestimated inthe 2.'5- 4'annulus. For the

340° - 85° sectorwhere the featureiswe have alsoused

as background the 85° - 340° region at the same radial

distance.The resultsare summariz_ in Table 3.

The regionofthe filamentiscoolerthan the restofthe

annulus, with kT< 0.76-0.78 keV compared tokT> 0.76

keV (90% values).

4. Fluxes, luminosities and densities of the hot gas

The spectral results above have been used to derive the

global luminosity of these galaxies and to estimate the
emission from the substructures in NGC 1553 and NGC

5846 (see Table 4). We have used the best fit spectral pa-
rameters to convert from HRI count rates to 0.1-2 keV

fluxes. Luminosities are derived from the assumed dis-

tances of 21.5, 17 and 45.8 Mpc, for NGC 1553, NGC

4649 and NGC 5846 respectively. Total luminosities de-
rived from the PSPC data are also listed for completeness.

The maps of both NGC 1553 and NGC 5846 show ev-

idence of inhomogeneities on small and on larger scales.
Tab. 4 lists the observed counts and luminosity of the two

relatively isolated features observed in the NW quadrant

in NGC 1553. At the present time it is not clear what

the nature of these "clumps _ is. Their luminosities, of a

few xl039 erg S -1 , is high compared to individualsources

in our Galaxy, and in more normal spiralgalaxies,and

only comparable to the more extreme sources observed

forexample inthe interactingpair "The Antennae" (Read

et al.1995) associatedwith very activeHH regions (see

alsoW_ & Chu 1995).Ifthese small scaleinhomo-

geneitiesare relativelywidespread as suggested by the

map of NC,C 5846, it islikelythat they are clumps in



Fig. 11. Comparison between the Ha and X-ray morphologies for NGC 1553. The X-ray data (left) are on the same scale

as the Ha data (right) from di Serego et al (in preparation). The celestial coordinates of the Ha map have been assigned a
posteriori without proper absolute calibration (the peak position was assigned the RC3 coordinates of the nucleus of NGC 1553).
A Gaussian smoothing with er---2.5 pixel (,_ 1n) is applied to the raw data to enhance the low surface brightness features.

the gas distribution, rather than individual HII regions.
Detailed deep optical observations would also help in de-

termining the nature of these sources.

Gas densities can also be derived in different regions.

However, as already extensively discussed elsewhere (see

T_inchieri et al 1997 and references therein), a number of

assumptions have to be made about the state of the gas

and the geometry, to obtain intrinsic values from the pro-
jected quantities that can be observed. Probably the more
serious source of uncertainties is related to the volume as-

sumed to derivegas densities,sincethe emission isdearly

structured.In Fig.10 we show the densityprofilesderived

for the three galaxiesfrom the average surfacebrightness

profilesobtained in Section2.3,deprojectedunder the as-

sumption of sphericalsymmetry (Kriss et al 1983), for

the average temperatures derivedin Section3. For NGC

1553, forwhich a two temperature model isrequired,we

have used kT =1.008 keV (the value of the high temper-

ature component). For NGC 5846 we have used the pro-

fileaveraged over 360 °. We have not taken into account

the effectof the PSF inthe innermost regionsofthe pro-

file,thereforecentraldensitiesare not accurate.Moreover,

the innermost points in NGC 1553 are dominated by the

point-likesource,and should thereforebe disregardedfor

the purpose ofcentraldensityestimates.In fact,ifwe use

the "King-type" model as input to the program to calcu-

late the density profile, central densities axe n_ -_ 10 -4

cm -3. The total amount of hot gas in these galaxies is

Mgas _ 0.4 - 4 x 101° Me, and cooling times axe shorter
than _ 101° yr out to the outermost radius used in these

estimates, and are 107 - l0 s yr in the innermost regions.

Given the clumpy nature of the emission however we

expect that locally the gas could have significantly differ-

ent densities than those derived on the average at different

radii. We have estimated the density in three regions: the
clumps to the NW and the tail to the SE observed in NGC

1553 and the NNE feature of NGC 5846 (see Tab. 2 and
Tab. 3). Assuming spherical geometry and a radius of 2

kpc for the dumps (20"), we derive a density of he --_ 0.02

cm -s in each clump. The estimate of the volume occupied

by the other two features is not as straightforward. We

have assumed a cylinder. For NGC 1553, the height h and

the radius of the base b are h=2.6 and b=-6.8 kpc (25" and

65" respectively).The densityin thisregion istherefore

ne _ 0.01cm -3.For NGC 5846,assuming h=20 kpc (1/5)

and b=3.9 kpc (0._3)forthe cylinder,n_ _ 0.025 cm -3.

Although these numbers should be taken with caution,

sincetheirestimate reliesheavilyon the volume assumed,

they are indicativeof largefluctuationsin the localden-

sity,which could be _ 10 times higherthan the average

value derivedat the same radialdistance (seeFig. 10).



Fig. 12. Comparison between the H_ and X-ray morphologies for NGC 4649. he X-ray data (left) are on the same scale as the
Ha data (right), from Trinchieri & di Serego (1991). A Gaussian smoothing with u-- 1.1 pixel (,_ 0'.'75) is applied to the Ha
data. The celestial coordinates of the H_ map have been assigned a posteriori without proper absolute calibration (by assigning

the celestial coordinates to one star to the NE of the galaxy' nucleus obtained from the Guide Star Catalog; the star is not
visible in this portion of the field).

5. Comparison between X-ray and H_ Emissions

The analysis of the H_ data for NGC 4649 and NGC 5846,
obtained with the ESO 3.6 meter telescope at La Silla have

been presented in Trinchieri & di Serego (1991). NGC 1553

will be presented in a forthcoming paper. Here we give a

very brief description of the data quality and analysis per-
formed to obtain the maps that we compare to the X-ray
data- NGC 1553 was observed with the ESO EMMI at

the NTT telescope in La Silla, Chile. The CCD detector

used has a pixel size of 0.4398" and a total field of view

of 7.5' × 7.5'. To better remove spurious features, two ex-

posures with a typical spatial offset of ±10" in RA were

obtained through a narrow band filter centered on the red-

shifted Hc_ line, and through the broad band r filter. To

obtain sky subtracted,fiatfielded images in each filter we

followed a reduction procedure very similarto what we

had used before (Trinchieri & di Serego 1991). The red

image was then properly scaled and realigned to the Hc_

filter image and subtracted from it. Flux calibration was
done using the standard stars observed in the same night
with the same instrument.

Two of the galaxies analyzed here, NGC 1553 and

NGC 5846, show a very complex Ha morphology. In both

cases, the emission is not azimuthally symmetric, and fila-

ments and substructures can be clearly identified. On the

contrary, the Ha map of NGC 4649 shows little deviations

from azimuthal symmetry and appears relatively smooth

(Fig. 11, 12, 13). As already discussed in the previous
sections, structures are also observed in the X-ray emis-
sion of NGC 1553 and NGC 5846, while the map of NGC

4649 shows a more regular, azimuthally symmetric mor-

phology.

NGC 1553: The comparison between the X-ray and Ha

maps is shown in Fig. 11. The Ha map enhances the low

surface brightness features at larger radii, for a more sig-

nificant comparison with the X-ray data. The line emission

of NGC 1553 shows a strong nuclear peak and a bar-like

feature in the -_ NS direction that ends in a spiral struc-
ture at _ 8" from the nucleus. A more _ elliptical

halo, with orientation and ellipticity similar to that of the

stars, surrounds this inner structure and extends out to a
a radial distance of r _ 40", outside of which fainter fila-
ments and structures to the the SW and to the NW can

be seen. The structure present in the central parts of the
Ha, mostly confined to the inner ,_ 8", is not easily com-

parable with the X-ray data, both because of the poorer

spatial resolution and limited statistics, and because of

the presence of a central source in the X-ray data as well

that would dwarf any lower level structure. At larger radii,



Fig. 13. Comparison between the Hck and X-ray morphologies for NGC 5846. The X-ray maps correspond to Fig. 6a (top
left) and Fig. 6b (bottom left). The Ha data (right) are from Trinchieri & di Serego (1991), and have been smoothed with a

Gaussian function of 1.2 and 2.5 pixels (_ _18 and lr._7, top and bottom panels respectively) to enhance features on different

scales. The scale is the same in the two top and the two bottom figures, respectively. The celestial coordinates of the Ha maps
have been assigned a posteriori without proper absolute calibration (the peak position is at the nucleus of NGC 5846 and has

RC3 coordinates).



the SE, where a similar feature is observed in the X-ray

emission, as shown by Fig. 11. Two filaments to the NW,

at a radialdistance of1.'5from the centralpeak, are spa-

tiallycoincidentwith two featuresinthe X-ray map.

NGC _6_9: The comparison between the Ha and X-ray

images indicatesa lack of small scalefeatures in both.

The centrallypeaked, roughly azimuthal symmetry out

to r-_ 30" in the Ha data is comparable to that observed

in the X-my map both in the same area covered by the

line emission (Fig. 12) and out to a larger scale of r_ 5'.

NGC 58_6: A complex line emission peaked on the nu-
cleus is visible in the inner r _ 30". The filamentary struc-

ture shows in particular a clear finger-like feature in the

NE quadrant. (Fig. 13). Several of the Ha features seem
to have a correspondence in the X-ray morphology, even

though often this is more a qualitative than a quantitative
statement. In particular, the Ha filament to the NE has

a corresponding'feature in the same quadrant and similar
direction in the X-ray map. The scale of the X-ray fea-
ture is however not the same as the Ha: while this latter

is visible at 30" to 60" from the central peak, the X-ray

feature extends out to _ 2' - 2.'5. At smaller radii, there

is not a coherent structure in the X-ray map, although

excess emission starts at ,_ 30" in the NNE quadrant (see

Fig. 9) and an indication of a beginning is visible in the

X-ray contours.

6. Discussion

High resolution observations of three X-ray bright early

type galaxies have shown a very complex morphology for
two of these objects. Given the high X-ray luminosity,

it is expected that the X-ray emission is dominated by
the radiation of the hot interstellar medium, as shown by

the statistical study of a sample of early type galaxies

observed with the Einstein observatory (Trinchieri and

Fabbiano 1985; Canizares et al. 1987; Kim et al. 1992).

The mean spectral characteristics are also consistent with

emission from hot gas. The characteristics of this gas in-
dica_e that it can cool on short timescales, and more so

in the denser, cooler central regions. However, local varia-

tions in luminosity, temperature and density can exist on

scales of arcseconds (or a few hundred pc at the distance

of NGC 5846). Given the limited statistical significance
of the emission in the outer regions of these objects, it is

not possible with the present data to establish whether

the emission is inhomogeneons only in the central regions,

or it is clumpy everywhere. In the best studied example,

NGC 5846, small scale inhomogeneities can be observed

out to a distance of r-_ 1' (_ 13 kpc). Features on larger
scales and more coherent structures can however be fol-

lowed to much larger distances: the extension in the NE

served in all of the galaxies, in spite of the similar global

X-ray properties, such as luminosity, gas temperatures and
densities. The third object discussed here, NGC 4649, also

the closest of the three, has a smoother and more regu-

lax emission at all scales. While it might be premature to

draw general conclusions on the basis of 3 objects, it seems
likely that the clumpyness of the emission is not intrinsic

to the X-ray emission, but that it is linked to some other

property of these galaxies. A larger data sample, observed

at several frequencies, might provide us with some clues
as to the nature of these "other" properties.

A second, very intriguing observational result is that

of a spatial correlation between X-ray- and Ha-emitting

features in the central regions of these galaxies, and in par-
ticular both the evidence of similar small and large scale

features at both wavelengths and the lack of features at
both wavelengths. Even though it is based on a sample of

three objects only, this suggests a very close link between

these two phases of the interstellar medium that needs to
be understood.

Line emission observed in association with the pres-

ence of a cooling flow in clusters of galaxies has been orig-

inally interpreted as originating directly from the cooling

of the 10 z K gas. By analogy, this mechanism would also

work in early-type galaxies. However the expected inten-
sity of the lines, for reasonable assumptions of the recom-

bination rate, is significantly below the values observed

(Johnstone et al 1987, Trinchieri & di Serego 1991, and

references therein). Several mechanisms have been inves-

tigated to explain the extended Ha emission in early type
galaxies, and, in the absence of nuclear activity (as for ex-

ample in Radio Galaxies, Hecknmn et al 1989), photoion-
ization from the available stellar population seems to be

the most viable one (Trinchieri & di Serego 1991; Singh

et al1994; and referencestherein),diSerego et al(1990)

and Trinchieri& di Serego (1991)proposed in particular

that the old stars,likePost Asymptotic Giant Branch ob-

jects,might provide enough ionizingphotons. Binette et

al. (1994)have furthershown that indeed old starspro-

vide sufficientionizingphotons toe_cplainthe observed Ha

luminosities.While properlyaccounting for the energetic

requirement,such a mechanism would not explainhowever

the peculiarmorphology ofsome of these systems, since

the ioni_.ingphotons are expected to be evenlydistributed

inthe galaxy (inparticularthey would followthe stellar

distribution),nor would it explainthe closeconnection

between very hot and warm gas.

Peculiar morphologies of the line emission could be

explained by an uneven distributionofthe cold gas,that

would more strongly reflect the effects of an evenly dis-

tributed photoionizing field where it is denser. However, it
isexpected thatthe coldand hot gas have differentorigins

(externalfor the cold component, and from stellarmass

lossforthe hot component), and thereforethe distribution
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thereexistsa common mechanism that models the distri-

bution of the gas at allobserved phases.Magnetic fields

and radiostructurescould providesuch a mechanism. Dis-

placement ofthermal plasma has been detectedinseveral
clusters where maxima in the extended radio structures

(radio lobes) correspond to minima in the X-ray emission
(Sarazin et al 1992, 1995, B6hringer et al 1993, Carilli

et al. 1993). However, neither NGC 1553 nor NGC 5846
are known to host structuredstrong radiosources(Sleeet

al 1994, Fabbiano et al.1989).In fact,only NGC 4649,

that shows no peculiarmorphology ineitherHa or X-ray,

shows a weak radiojet (Stanger & Warwick 1986).While

the lack ofradio emission does not guarantee the absence

cfmagnetic forcesand turbulences,itislikelythat such

mechanism is more relevantfor galaxieshosting strong

radiosources.

External mechanisms could also act on the gas in

galaxies.Tidal forcescould be invoked forexample to ex-

plainthe peculiargas distributionofNGC 1553,probably

interactingwith NGC 1549 (Rampazzo 1988, Kormendy

1984). However, NGC 5846 is at the center of a small

group and itisnot known to be in interaction.Merging

with a smaller group member cannot be dismissed,even

though furtheranalysisof the dynamical fieldshould be

done to clarifythispossibility.However, ifexternalmecha-

nisms are actingon the gas,coherent featureson relatively

largescalesshould result.We could thereforeinterpretthe

inner largescalestructuresand the tailof NGC 1553 as

resultingfrom the interactionwith NGC 1549 (seealsothe

simulationson the gas distributionsofinteractinggalaxies

by Nognchi 1990).However, small scaleclumps are more

difficultto interpretin thisscenario.A more direct,and

probably localized,linkbetween hot and warm gas seems

to be thereforerequired to explain the observed similaxi-

ties.

Two models have been proposed that would providea

linkbetween these two gas phases.

Volt & Donahue (1990) and Donahue & Volt (1991)

presenta theoreticalmodel based on the assumption that

the opticallyemitting filamentsare powered by the ra-

diationfrom gas emitting in the X-rays and EUV that

predictsa high efficiencyfor convertingsoft X-ray pho-

tons into opticallineemission,and thereforeisable not

only to reproduce the lineratiosobserved,but alsoto ac-

count forthe high luminosityofthe opticalemission lines.

Sparks et al.(1989) suggestthat heat transferfrom the

X-ray gas to dust, which isoften found to be associated

with these opticallinefilamentsmight provide the exci-

tationfor the lineemission.Their model, appliedto the

data ofNGC 4696, expl_in_theirobservationsquite well.

As already discussed,we do not requirea source of

ionizingphotons in earlytype galaxies,sincethe stellar

population can adequately supply the ionizationneeded.

We need to considera third component ofthe inter-

stellarmedium ofthese objects,which isfound associated

with the cold gas: dust.Dust has been observed in early

type galaxiesboth through theirfarinfraredemissionand

from directobservationsofobscuringmaterialinthe opti-

cal.Since an externaloriginisexpected forboth coldgas

and dust (Bertolaetal1992 and referencestherein,Forbes

1991),itislikelythat thesetwo components have been ac-

quiredatthe same time and that theirdistributionsinthe

galaxiesare similar(seealsoKim 1989).Dust isknown to

be quiteefficientincoolingthe hot gas (seeCowie and Mc-

kee 1977).We can thereforeexpect excessesinthe X-ray

emission coupled with the presence of dust,which favors

heat conduction from the hot gas to the coolermaterial.

As shown by the map of Trinchieri& di Serego (1991),

thereare two dust filamentsinNGC 5846,one ofwhich is

in the generaldirectionofthe featureinthe NE quadrant

(seealsoGallagher1986; Ebneter etal1988).Dust isalso

observed in the centralregionofNGC 1553 (diSerego et

al in preparation;thisgalaxy isalso detected in allfour

IRAS bands, BaUy and Thronson 1989). It istherefore

plausiblethat dust actsas a coolingagent throughout the

regionwhere the peculiarHa and X-ray morphologies are

observed. Clearlymore detailedobservationsof allthese

components in a largersample of galaxiesare required

to confirm theirspatialcorrespondence and theirclose,

causalconnection.In particular,the importance of dust

willbe more extensivelydiscussedina forthcoming paper

in lightofmore sensitiveand more detailedobservations

ofdust inNGC 5846 (Goudfrooij& Trinchieri,1996 and

inpreparation).

7. Conclusions

The high resolutionimages ofthreehigh X-ray luminosity

earlytype galaxiesrevealthe presence ofinhomogeneities

and structuresin the morphology ofthe hot gas in both

NGC 1553 and NGC 5846, while the centralregionsof

NGC 4649 appear roughly azimutha_y symmetric and

smooth. These featuresappear atthe centersboth as (pos-

itiveor negative)clumps in a more diffuseemission,on

scalesof a few arcsec,and as more coherent structures

such asfilaments/tailson scalesofthe orderofarcminutes.

PSPC spectraldata ofNGC 5846 indicatea sign/licantly

coolertemperature in one such feature,which suggestsa
10 times denser medium in the area.

An intriguingsimilarityisfound between featuresin

the Ha and X-ray maps of NGC 1553 and NGC 5846,

while NGC 4649 shows no significantstructuresat either

wavelengths.This suggeststhat a linkexistsbetween these

two phases of the gas,that determines the spatialdistri-

bution ofthe emission.While itisunlikelythat the mor-

phologiesofthe hot and the cold gas could be both reg-

ulated by mechanisms likedynamical forcesfrom a radio



gas to lust coupled to the cold, photoionized medium

that gives rise to Ha features provides a reasonable ex-

plan&tion and accounts for the rough spatial coincidence

of these three components of the interstellarmedium.
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